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Many countries believe that international tourism has harmful effects.  

Why do they think so? 

What can be done to change their views? 

Nowadays, international travels have become a more popular trend among all 

nationspeople, however, this has caused brought several negative consequences 

for the visited placeshost countries and people living there. There are a few main 

causes for this phenomenon as well as some remedies. You took the question a 

little wrongly. The question is asking for the reason why some countries think so 

not why tourist damage the host country. It means why  

The first and foremost result of tourism is pollution. Today, visiting untouched 

areas such as Antarctica is a favorite trip for many travelers. Nonetheless, 

wherever tourists enter, a tremendous amount of trash is thrown everywhere. 

Moreover, since tourists need accommodation, construction activities have to 

take place in such remote places which causes waste production and air and noise 

pollution as a result of using machinery to carry out construction work; therefore 

it which will destroys the natural habitats. Secondly, tourism can lead to cultural 

conflicts and disputes among tourists and hosts as usually Western visitors’ 

modern behavior differs from the accepted moral values of the traditional Eastern 

countries. Not only does this bring about rage and violence against tourists but 

also it destroys consistency order of in the host community and creates disorder. 

The first remedy to tackle the mentioned problems is education. Education is the 

key to create creating better understanding between nations and solve solving 

disputes. By educating people they will avoid throwing litter to a great extent , 

and they will learn to respect various different cultures that they face in different 

locations. Another solution can be to increase the price of tours to remote areas 

so that only visitors who truly value the environment and nature be willing to take 

them. Also, governments should monitor the activities of tourism tourist 

companies and construction companies to be environmental-friendly and not 

harm the nature. 

Commented [BM1]: Try to use travel as a verb. For noun 
use trip or use travelling 

Commented [BM2]: Again you have answered wrong 
question. This will seriously lower your mark. 

Commented [BM3]: These 2 sentences have no relevance  

Commented [BM4]: This grammar tells  me that the 
subject of educating and avoid should be the same, but your 
meaning does not allow this. Therefore your grammar is 
wriong here. 
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To sum up, tourism puts sustainability of the environment and safety of tourists 

at risk and is a threat to cultural identity of host countries, however, training 

people and adjusting financial policies can mitigate the impacts of these 

difficulties. 

 

Good voc range, but voc is too important to you and meaning not as important as 

voc. Try to write phrases which have clear meaning in English. 

 

You need to read samples and pay careful attention to their different aspects. 

 

  

 

 

 


